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ABSTRACT
Aims. We report 20 new lithium-rich giants discovered within the Gaia-ESO Survey, including the first Li-rich giant with an
evolutionary stage confirmed by CoRoT (Convection, Rotation and planetary Transits) data. We present a detailed overview of
the properties of these 20 stars.
Methods. Atmospheric parameters and abundances were derived in model atmosphere analyses using medium-resolution GIRAFFE
or high-resolution UVES (Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph) spectra. These results are part of the fifth internal data
release of the Gaia-ESO Survey. The Li abundances were corrected for non-local thermodynamical equilibrium effects. Other stellar
properties were investigated for additional peculiarities (the core of strong lines for signs of magnetic activity, infrared magnitudes,
rotational velocities, chemical abundances, and Galactic velocities). We used Gaia DR2 parallaxes to estimate distances and
luminosities.
Results. The giants have A(Li) > 2.2 dex. The majority of them (14 of 20 stars) are in the CoRoT fields. Four giants are located
in the field of three open clusters, but are not members. Two giants were observed in fields towards the Galactic bulge, but likely
lie in the inner disc. One of the bulge field giants is super Li-rich with A(Li) = 4.0 dex.
Conclusions. We identified one giant with infrared excess at 22µm. Two other giants, with large v sin i, might be Li-rich because of
planet engulfment. Another giant is found to be barium enhanced and thus could have accreted material from a former asymptotic
giant branch companion. Otherwise, in addition to the Li enrichment, the evolutionary stages are the only other connection between
these new Li-rich giants. The CoRoT data confirm that one Li-rich giant is at the core-He burning stage. The other giants are
concentrated in close proximity to the red giant branch luminosity bump, the core-He burning stages, or the early-asymptotic
giant branch. This is very clear from the Gaia-based luminosities of the Li-rich giants. This is also seen when the CoRoT Li-rich
giants are compared to a larger sample of 2252 giants observed in the CoRoT fields by the Gaia-ESO Survey, which are distributed
throughout the red giant branch in the Teff -log g diagram. These observations show that the evolutionary stage is a major factor
for the Li enrichment in giants. Other processes, such as planet accretion, contribute at a smaller scale.
Key words. Stars: abundances – Stars: evolution – Stars: late-type
1. Introduction
Although more than three decades have past since the
discovery of the first Li-rich giant (Wallerstein & Sneden
1982), the origin of such objects remains without a clear
explanation (see Lyubimkov 2016, for a review). Accord-
ing to standard stellar evolution models, the surface Li
abundances of low-mass red giants after the first dredge-
up should lie below A(Li) ∼ 1.50 dex (e.g. Lagarde et al.
2012). However, about 1-2% of the known giants have been
found to be richer in Li than this (see, e.g. Casey et al.
2016; Kirby et al. 2016).
? Based on observations collected at the European Organi-
sation for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere
under ESO programmes 188.B-3002 and 193.B-0936 (The Gaia-
ESO Public Spectroscopic Survey)
Different scenarios have been proposed to explain their
high-Li abundances. These scenarios can be broadly divided
into those requiring internal fresh Li production, and those
postulating external pollution by material rich in Li. A few
additional processes have been proposed to explain some
specific cases within the zoo of Li-rich giants, such as the red
giant branch (RGB) phase transition discussed in Cassisi
et al. (2016) and the extra-mixing inhibition discussed in
Smiljanic et al. (2016).
Internal Li production likely takes place by the mecha-
nism proposed by Cameron & Fowler (1971). In this mech-
anism, the unstable isotope 7Be is produced in the stel-
lar interior by the reaction 3He(α,γ)7Be, which is followed
by the decay 7Be(e− ν)7Li, resulting in freshly synthesised
7Li. The Cameron & Fowler mechanism, however, was in-
troduced to explain observations of Li in asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) stars. In AGB stars, the convective layer en-
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Table 1. Observational data of the new-Li rich giants.
CNAME Field 2MASS ID R.A. DEC. V RV S/N
h:m:s (J2000) d:m:s (J2000) mag km s−1
08405643-5308309 IC 2391 08405643-5308309 08:40:56.43 −53:08:30.90 14.48 +55.0 35
17522490-2927512 Rup 134 17522490-2927512 17:52:24.90 −29:27:51.20 15.161 +81.6 47
17531013-2932063 Rup 134 17531013-2932063 17:53:10.13 −29:32:06.30 14.101 −25.8 99
18181062-3246291 Bulge 18181061-3246290 18:18:10.62 −32:46:29.10 11.681 +39.5 184
18182698-3242584 Bulge 18182697-3242584 18:18:26.98 −32:42:58.40 12.671 +27.4 135
18265248+0627259 NGC 6633 18265248+0627259 18:26:52.48 +06:27:25.90 14.45 +32.7 51
19223053+0138518 Corot 19223052+0138520 19:22:30.53 +01:38:51.80 13.03 −23.8 47
19251759+0053140 Corot 19251759+0053141 19:25:17.59 +00:53:14.00 14.55 +88.7 39
19261134+0051569 Corot 19261134+0051569 19:26:11.34 +00:51:56.90 15.02 +29.5 26
19263808+0054441 Corot 19263807+0054441 19:26:38.08 +00:54:44.10 13.28 −57.8 66
19264134+0137595 Corot 19264133+0137595 19:26:41.34 +01:37:59.50 14.25 +44.0 50
19264917-0027469 Corot 19264917-0027469 19:26:49.17 −00:27:46.90 15.832 +77.9 20
19265013+0149070 Corot 19265013+0149071 19:26:50.13 +01:49:07.00 15.86 −48.3 31
19265193+0044004 Corot 19265195+0044004 19:26:51.93 +00:44:00.40 13.09 −12.9 116
19270600+0134446 Corot 19270600+0134446 19:27:06.00 +01:34:44.60 14.87 +28.5 42
19270815+0017461 Corot 19270815+0017461 19:27:08.15 +00:17:46.10 15.261 +31.3 24
19273856+0024149 Corot 19273856+0024149 19:27:38.56 +00:24:14.90 15.37 +18.3 22
19274706+0023447 Corot 19274706+0023448 19:27:47.05 +00:23:44.70 14.782 +46.5 27
19280508+0100139 Corot 19280507+0100139 19:28:05.08 +01:00:13.90 15.25 +75.0 44
19283226+0033072 Corot 19283226+0033072 19:28:32.26 +00:33:07.20 14.77 +49.8 32
Notes. The V magnitudes are from APASS (Henden et al. 2015) unless otherwise noted: (1) The Guide Star Catalog, Version
2.3.2 (GSC2.3) (STScI, 2006), and (2) the NOMAD catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2004). For the determination of radial velocities and
values of signal-to-noise per pixel from the GIRAFFE spectra see Jackson et al. (2015). For the UVES spectra, the determination
of these values is described in Sacco et al. (2014).
ters the H-burning shell providing the means to bring the
fresh Li to the surface (see, e.g. Scalo et al. 1975; Palmerini
et al. 2011). In first-ascent red giants, however, the intro-
duction of an extra mixing mechanism is required to bring
the fresh Li to the surface before it is destroyed in a re-
action with protons of the medium. The physical mecha-
nism responsible for this fast deep mixing is still unknown
(Sackmann & Boothroyd 1999; Charbonnel & Balachan-
dran 2000; Palacios et al. 2001).
The engulfment of planets and/or planetesimals is of-
ten the preferred scenario of external pollution to explain
Li-rich giants (see, e.g. Siess & Livio 1999; Aguilera-Gómez
et al. 2016; Delgado Mena et al. 2016; Reddy & Lambert
2016). The location in the Herztsprung-Russel (HR) di-
agram of Li-rich giants previously discovered within the
Gaia-ESO Survey seemed to be consistent with those of
giants that engulfed close-in giant planets before evolving
up the RGB (Casey et al. 2016). In this scenario, the Li en-
hancement should be accompanied by enhancement of other
light elements, such as 6Li and Be. Enhancement in these
elements, however, has never been detected in any of the
Li-rich giants investigated so far (de Medeiros et al. 1997;
Castilho et al. 1999; Melo et al. 2005; Takeda & Tajitsu
2017; Adamów et al. 2018). Moreover, at least in red giants,
the complexity of the evolutionary mixing events affecting
Li and other elements has so far precluded the discovery
of clear abundance signatures related to planet engulfment
(see, e.g., Carlberg et al. 2016b,a). This kind of joint Li and
Be enhancement seems to have been detected in only one
main-sequence star so far: in the open cluster NGC 6633,
as reported by Ashwell et al. (2005).
It has been suggested that the Li enhancement in gi-
ants might be connected to a phase of enhanced mass
loss (de la Reza et al. 1996, 2015). In this context, the
star KIC 4937011, located in the field of the open clus-
ter NGC6819, is very interesting. The asteroseismic anal-
ysis of stars in NGC6819 by Stello et al. (2011) classified
KIC 4937011 as a non-member of the cluster. The oscil-
lation pattern of KIC 4937011 was found to be different
from that of other stars at similar position in the colour-
magnitude diagram (CMD). This star was later found to
be Li-rich by Anthony-Twarog et al. (2013). They sug-
gested that the asteroseismic mismatch could be related to
the process that caused the Li enrichment. Carlberg et al.
(2015) investigated KIC 4937011 in detail and summarised
all the evidence supporting cluster membership (such as
radial velocity and overall chemical composition). More re-
cently, Handberg et al. (2017) suggested that KIC 4937011
is indeed a member of NGC6819, but that it experienced
very high mass loss during its evolution (it has now 0.7 M
compared to 1.6 M of other red giants in the cluster).
Asteroseismology, thus, seems to offer the means to un-
cover new information about Li-rich giants. Four other Li-
rich giants observed with Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010) have
been reported (Silva Aguirre et al. 2014; Jofré et al. 2015;
Bharat Kumar et al. 2018). Nine Li-rich giants observed
with CoRoT (Convection, Rotation and planetary Transits,
Baglin et al. 2006; Auvergne et al. 2009) have been discov-
ered with Gaia-ESO data and were reported in Casey et al.
(2016).
This work is the second Gaia-ESO paper on the subject
of Li-rich giants. Here, we report the discovery of 20 new
Li-rich giants, 14 of which are in the CoRoT fields. These
new Li-rich giants were discovered in new Gaia-ESO ob-
servations that were not available in the data release used
in Casey et al. (2016). With the new stars, there are now
40 Li-rich giants identified using Gaia-ESO data. Our goal
is to discuss the properties of these new Li-rich giants and
discuss which clues they provide about the origin of the Li
enrichment. In particular, this offers the opportunity to re-
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Table 2. Atmospheric parameters, lithium abundances, and rotational velocities for the newly discovered Li-rich giants.
CNAME Teff σ log g σ [Fe/H] σ ξ σ A(Li) σ A(Li) vsin i
(K) (K) km s−1 km s−1 (LTE) (non-LTE) km s−1
08405643-5308309 4486 142 2.54 0.15 −0.12 0.12 – – 2.64 0.18 2.60 ≤7.0
17522490-2927512 4644 188 2.80 0.14 +0.18 0.16 – – 2.32 0.25 2.42 ≤7.0
17531013-2932063 4557 169 2.72 0.18 +0.27 0.13 – – 2.12 0.10 2.30 ≤7.0
18181062-3246291 4558 57 2.27 0.11 −0.03 0.06 1.54 0.13 2.15 0.06 2.30 2.5±3.4
18182698-3242584 4425 57 2.33 0.11 +0.10 0.13 1.53 0.29 4.12 0.06 4.04 6.0±4.6
18265248+0627259 4982 192 2.88 0.23 −0.08 0.23 – – 2.74 0.10 2.69 37.1±2.0
19223053+0138518 4579 42 2.49 0.09 +0.26 0.23 – – 2.06 0.03 2.27 ≤7.0
19251759+0053140 4621 38 2.78 0.09 +0.36 0.20 – – 2.03 0.04 2.24 ≤7.0
19261134+0051569 4745 39 2.47 0.09 −0.53 0.22 – – 3.60 – 3.25 7.5±1.7
19263808+0054441 4655 31 2.82 0.09 +0.38 0.12 – – 2.09 0.10 2.29 12.0±3.0
19264134+0137595 4645 36 2.56 0.09 +0.28 0.20 – – 3.60 – 3.45 ≤7.0
19264917-0027469 4458 46 2.19 0.10 −0.39 0.26 – – 3.52 0.09 3.33 7.1±1.6
19265013+0149070 4770 42 2.68 0.09 −0.50 0.25 – – 3.68 0.14 3.32 13.2±1.7
19265193+0044004 4880 58 2.54 0.11 −0.33 0.13 1.50 0.22 2.94 0.06 2.80 2.1±2.7
19270600+0134446 4584 36 2.38 0.09 +0.19 0.17 – – 3.67 0.13 3.53 ≤7.0
19270815+0017461 4514 41 2.28 0.09 −0.29 0.26 – – 2.33 0.08 2.37 7.8±1.6
19273856+0024149 4446 38 2.39 0.09 −0.16 0.21 – – 2.33 0.16 2.37 12.0±0.5
19274706+0023447 4608 66 3.21 0.13 +0.13 0.24 – – 2.78 0.14 2.70 18.0±0.5
19280508+0100139 4623 38 2.49 0.09 +0.11 0.18 – – 3.66 0.10 3.49 8.2±1.5
19283226+0033072 4600 38 2.64 0.09 +0.29 0.21 – – 3.60 – 3.46 ≤7.0
Notes. In the case of stars with GIRAFFE spectra, the errors in the parameters and abundances are the standard deviation of
values obtained using multiple analysis pipelines. These are thus estimates of the internal error alone. The missing error of some Li
abundances means that the values were determined by one single pipeline. Assuming a typical error of ∼ 0.10-0.15 dex (as for the
other values) would be adequate in these cases. In the case of stars with UVES spectra, errors are obtained through modeling of
how well the multiple pipelines reproduce the reference parameters of calibrating objects (e.g., Gaia benchmark stars). The process
of error estimation in the analysis of UVES spectra will be described in Casey et al. (in prep). For stars observed with GIRAFFE,
values of vsin i are reported only if above ∼ 7.0 km s−1. For these measurements, the HR15N setup (centred at 665nm) was used.
visit the conclusions of Casey et al. (2016) using the more
recent reanalysis ofGaia-ESO data available in the Survey’s
fifth internal data release (iDR5). We also take advantage
of new PARSEC isochrones (Fu et al. 2018) and parallaxes
of the recent second data release (DR2) of Gaia (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2016, 2018; Lindegren et al. 2018) to revisit
the discussion about the position of the Li-rich giants in the
HR diagram.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we give a
brief description of the Gaia-ESO Survey (Gilmore et al.
2012; Randich & Gilmore 2013) data and analysis. In Sect.
3 we present the properties of the 20 newly discovered Li-
rich giants. In Sect. 4 we use CoRoT data and Gaia-based
luminosities to update the discussion about the origin of the
Li enrichment in the Li-rich giants discovered by the Gaia-
ESO Survey. Finally, Sect. 5 summarises our findings.
2. Data and analysis
The spectra used here have been obtained with the
FLAMES (Fibre Large Array Multi Element Spectrograph,
Pasquini et al. 2002) instrument at the European Southern
Observatory’s (ESO) Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Cerro
Paranal, Chile. FLAMES was used to feed both the GI-
RAFFE medium-resolution (R ∼ 20 000) and the UVES
(Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph, Dekker et al.
2000) high-resolution (R ∼ 47 000) spectrographs.
Basic information on the newly discovered Li-rich giants
is given in Table 1. All stars were observed with GIRAFFE,
except for the two giants towards the bulge and the CoRoT
target with CNAME 19265193+0044004, which were ob-
served with UVES. The Li line at 6708Å falls within the GI-
RAFFE setup HR15N (λλ 647-679 nm). In Gaia-ESO, this
GIRAFFE setup is only used to observe calibrators (such as
the CoRoT stars) and stars in open clusters. All other stars
in Milky Way fields are observed only with HR10 and/or
HR21 and therefore the determination of Li abundances is
not possible for them. UVES, on the other hand, is used
to observe mainly FG-type dwarfs in the solar neighbour-
hood, giants in the field of open clusters, and towards the
Bulge, or (bright) calibrators, such as some CoRoT giants.
Because of these details of how the stars are observed, Li-
rich giants have been discovered with Gaia-ESO data only
in these three types of fields (open clusters, CoRoT fields,
or towards the Bulge).
An overview of the GIRAFFE data reduction can be
found in Jackson et al. (2015). The UVES data reduction
is described in Sacco et al. (2014).
The atmospheric parameters, effective temperature
(Teff), surface gravity (log g), metallicity ([Fe/H]), and mi-
croturbulence (ξ), projected rotational velocities (v sin i),
and the chemical abundances are part of iDR5. The values
of atmospheric parameters are given in Table 2. The spec-
tra were analysed using the Gaia-ESO multiple pipelines
strategy. For the case of stars in the field of young clusters,
which can also contain pre-main sequence stars, the spec-
trum analysis was described in Lanzafame et al. (2015). The
analysis of UVES spectra of other FGK-type stars was de-
scribed in Smiljanic et al. (2014), and an updated discussion
will be presented in Casey et al. (in prep.). The analysis of
GIRAFFE spectra of other FGK-type stars was briefly de-
scribed in Recio-Blanco et al. (2014). The results obtained
in the different analyses are homogenised using the com-
prehensive set of stellar calibrators described in Pancino
et al. (2017). The homogenisation process will be described
in Hourihane et al. (in prep.). A brief description of the
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Fig. 1. Spectra of three Li-rich giants at the wavelength of the Li
6708 Å line (in blue). In each case, the spectrum of a comparison
giant with similar atmospheric parameters is also shown (in red;
similar means within ± 50 K in Teff and ± 0.10 dex in log g and
[Fe/H]). The flux has been normalised and arbitrarily shifted to
facilitate the visualisation.
Gaia-ESO atomic and molecular data is given in Heiter
et al. (2015). The analysis made use of the MARCS model
atmospheres (Gustafsson et al. 2008).
The Li abundances were determined from the 6708 Å
line assuming local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE).
A combination of methods including spectrum synthesis,
measurement of equivalent widths, and curve of growths
was used. The line list includes the hyperfine structure and
isotopic splitting of the Li line and the Fe i blend at 6707.4
Å. We selected from the iDR5 catalogue giants (log g ≤ 3.5
dex) with Teff between 4000 and 5000 K, and with detected
Li abundances, not upper limits, where A(Li) ≥ 2.0 dex (in
LTE). Example spectra of three Li-rich giants are shown in
Fig. 1.
Originally, 21 candidate Li-rich giants were identified.
Upon inspection of the spectra, however, one giant was
found to lack an enhanced Li line (CNAME 08113284-
4721004) and was excluded from further discussion. Its en-
hanced Li abundance is likely an artefact introduced by
some failure of the analysis pipelines. We have checked the
literature, and to the best of our knowledge, all 20 giants
are reported to be Li-rich here for the first time.
Corrections for non-LTE effects were applied using the
grid of Lind et al. (2009). The corrections depend on the at-
mospheric parameters and on the LTE Li abundance. They
are usually positive if the Li enrichment is not too high
(around 2.0 dex), but may become negative for the giants
with Li abundances above ∼2.6 dex. For the stars observed
with GIRAFFE, a spectroscopic determination of the mi-
croturbulence velocity was not possible. For the purposes
of the non-LTE correction, a value of ξ = 1.5 km s−1 was
adopted as is reasonable for red giants. In any case, the
non-LTE correction is not very sensitive to ξ. The LTE and
non-LTE Li abundances are given in Table 2.
3. Properties of the new Li-rich giants
Within the Gaia-ESO data analysis cycle, a detailed system
of flags has been defined with which any peculiarity identi-
fied in the spectra and/or issues found during the analysis
can be reported. It is anticipated that a number of these
flags will be included in later public data releases (flags to
be described in Van Eck et al., in prep). For the moment,
we can report that no important problem with the spectra
of these Li-rich giants has been flagged (e.g. no emission
lines, and no evidence of multiplicity in the spectra). For
the method developed to identify spectroscopic binaries, we
refer to the discussion presented in Merle et al. (2017).
The subsections below report our investigation of the
properties of the new Li-rich giants (e.g. core of strong lines
for signs of magnetic activity, infrared (IR) magnitudes, ro-
tational velocities, chemical abundances, and Galactic ve-
locities). We attempted to identify characteristics in com-
mon among these stars. A summary of these findings is
given in Table 3.
3.1. Position in the Teff -log g diagram
Fig. 2 displays the newly discovered Li-rich giants in Teff -
log g diagrams, where the giants are divided according to
metallicity. A selection of evolutionary tracks for masses
between 0.8 and 3.0 M is shown for comparison. The re-
gions of the RGB luminosity bump, the clump of low-mass
stars, and of the beginning of the early-AGB are indicated.
Low-mass stars here are those stars that go through the
He-core flash at the end of the RGB. The beginning of the
early-AGB is defined here as the first point where the lu-
minosity produced by the He-burning shell becomes higher
than the luminosity produced by the H-burning shell, at
the evolutionary stages after the abundance of central He
has reached zero.
For masses below 1.4 M, we use the new PARSEC
evolutionary tracks of Fu et al. (2018) which were com-
puted with a new envelope overshooting calibration. As a
result, the RGB bump, for these tracks, is shifted by be-
tween +0.15 or +0.20 dex in log g in comparison with the
older PARSEC tracks. For masses above 1.4 M, we plot
the older PARSEC tracks (as the position of the RGB bump
was not changed in the new tracks).
Charbonnel & Balachandran (2000) suggested that Li-
rich giants were preferentially located in two regions of the
HR diagram. Low-mass Li-rich giants would be located at
the RGB bump, and intermediate-mass Li-rich giants would
be located at the early AGB. Charbonnel & Balachandran
(2000) connected the Li enrichment with an extra-mixing
process that activates at these evolutionary stages.
More recently, some Li-rich giants were found to be in-
stead core He-burning giants (Kumar et al. 2011; Monaco
et al. 2014; Silva Aguirre et al. 2014; Bharat Kumar et al.
2018). There are, however, works that report Li-rich giants
throughout the RGB (see, e.g. Alcalá et al. 2011; Monaco
et al. 2011; Martell & Shetrone 2013) and others that find
Li-rich objects also among less evolved stars (Koch et al.
2011; Gruyters et al. 2016; Li et al. 2018).
Fig. 2 shows at least one giant (18265248+0627259)
close to the position of the core He-burning stage at the
intermediate-mass regime (in the bottom left panel). This
star is potentially very interesting. To explain a concen-
tration of Li-rich giants around the clump, Kumar et al.
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Fig. 2. Newly discovered Li-rich giants in the Teff -log g diagram divided according to metallicity into different panels. PARSEC
evolutionary tracks (Bressan et al. 2012; Fu et al. 2018) of masses 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 2.4, and 3.0 M are shown. From
the top left to the bottom right panels, the isochrones have [Fe/H] = +0.30, +0.18, 0.00, −0.15, −0.30, and −0.52 dex. The range
of [Fe/H] of the stars is given at the top of each panel. The beginning and the end of the RGB luminosity bump are marked as
thick grey and brown lines, respectively. The position of the clump of low-mass giants is shown as a thick blue line. The beginning
of the early-AGB of intermediate-mass stars is highlighted as the thick orange line. Super Li-rich giants with A(Li) > 3.3 dex (in
non-LTE) are shown as red circles, giants with Li abundance below this are shown as black squares. For the intermediate-mass
stars, tracks are plotted only until the point where central He reaches approximately zero (end of core-He burning). Typical error
bars (± 70 K in Teff and ± 0.10 dex in log g) are shown in the bottom right corner of the panels.
(2011) suggested an episode of Li production related to the
He-core flash. However, such intermediate-mass giants do
not go through the He-core flash and would thus require a
different scenario for the Li enrichment. Nevertheless, this
star is a fast rotator (see Section 3.3 below) and has quite
uncertain parameters. Thus, it might also be a low-mass
clump giant.
Within the errors, the position of most giants in Fig. 2
is consistent with the RGB luminosity bump or the clump
of low-mass stars. This is true in all metallicity intervals.
There are maybe five giants (one in the top middle panel,
two in the bottom left panel, and two in the bottom middle
panel) that fall either above or below the bump. For at least
four of them, we consider the parameters to be uncertain.
These four stars out of the five have spectra with signal-to-
noise (S/N) below 30 (see Table 1). They might have been
excluded from the discussion, but we chose to report them
here, nonetheless, because they have enhanced Li lines that
make them genuine Li-rich giants.
Given the error bars, a few of the giants might instead be
in the early-AGB region, if they are of intermediate mass.
The error bars do not allow us to clearly classify them as
low- or intermediate-mass giants. Despite the difficulty in
assigning a specific evolutionary stage, it seems clear from
Fig. 2 that the Li-rich giants are found in a narrow and
specific region of the diagram.
In general, the position of giants in such spectroscopic
diagrams can be quite uncertain. A plot such as we show in
Fig. 2 is not sufficient to tell the evolutionary stages apart.
Photometric diagrams tend to be more precise if the dis-
tance to the star and the reddening are well known. We
resume this discussion using Gaia DR2 parallaxes in Sec-
tion 4.3. Otherwise, asteroseismology is the only way to
properly separate the evolutionary stages (Bedding et al.
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Table 3. Summary of the noteworthy characteristics of the new Li-rich giants as discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
CNAME Characteristics
08405643-5308309 Above the bump in both the Teff -log g diagram (Fig. 2) and the HR-diagram (Fig. 7); bottom left panels
17522490-2927512
17531013-2932063 [α/Fe] > +0.15
18181062-3246291
18182698-3242584 α-enhanced with super-solar metallicity
18265248+0627259 Possible core-He burning intermediate-mass giant? (bottom left panel of Fig. 2); candidate for
planet engulfment (fast rotation); closer to the clump in the HR-diagram (Fig. 7)
19223053+0138518
19251759+0053140
19261134+0051569 S/N < 30; [α/Fe] > +0.15
19263808+0054441
19264134+0137595
19264917-0027469 Above the bump (Teff -log g diagram, bottom-middle panel of Fig. 2); S/N < 30; [α/Fe] > +0.15;
luminosity not computed
19265013+0149070 [α/Fe] > +0.15; Ba enhanced (mass transfer from an AGB?)
19265193+0044004 Core-He burning giant from seismic data
19270600+0134446 Infrared excess at 22µm
19270815+0017461 Above the bump (Teff -log g diagram, bottom left panel of Fig. 2); S/N < 30; [α/Fe] > +0.15;
luminosity not computed
19273856+0024149 Above the bump (Teff -log g diagram, bottom left panel of Fig. 2); S/N < 30; [α/Fe] > +0.15;
luminosity not computed
19274706+0023447 Below the bump (Teff -log g diagram, top middle panel of Fig. 2); S/N < 30; candidate for planet
engulfment (fast rotation); at the clump in the HR-diagram (top middle panel of Fig. 7)
19280508+0100139
19283226+0033072
Table 4. Masses, ages, and distances estimated using UniDAM.
CNAME Mass log(Age) Distance Stage
(M) (Gyr) (kpc)
08405643-5308309 1.2±0.3 9.7±0.3 2.5-2.7±0.5 I or II
17522490-2927512 – – – –
17531013-2932063 – – – –
18181062-3246291 1.2-2.1±0.5 9.1-9.8±0.4 1.7-2.6±0.5 I, II or III
18182698-3242584 – – – –
18265248+0627259 1.2-1.9±0.5 9.3-9.8±0.3 2.5-3.8±0.7 I or II
19223053+0138518 1.4±0.4 9.6±0.3 1.5-1.6±0.2 I or II
19251759+0053140 1.4-1.9±0.2 9.2-9.6±0.2 1.9-2.6±0.3 I or II
19261134+0051569 1.2±0.3 9.7±0.3 4.0±0.6 I or II
19263808+0054441 1.4-1.9±0.2 9.2-9.6±0.2 1.0-1.4±0.2 I or II
19264134+0137595 1.6-2.6±0.3 8.9-9.5±0.2 2.9-3.8±0.5 II
19264917-0027469 1.3-1.9±0.3 9.2-9.7±0.3 8.5-11.6±0.1 I or III
19265013+0149070 1.2-1.7±0.3 9.4-9.7±0.3 4.2-5.4±0.7 I or II
19265193+0044004 1.3-1.4±0.4 9.5-9.6±0.3 1.8-1.9±0.3 I or II
19270600+0134446 1.1-1.6±0.4 9.5-9.8±0.3 3.5-3.9±0.8 I or II
19270815+0017461 1.2-1.3±0.4 9.7-9.8±0.3 5.1-5.5±1.0 I or II
19273856+0024149 1.1-1.2±0.2 9.8-9.9±0.2 4.3-4.5±0.6 I or II
19274706+0023447 – – – –
19280508+0100139 1.3-1.4±0.4 9.6-9.7±0.3 4.6-4.9±0.7 I or II
19283226+0033072 1.3±0.2 9.7±0.2 2.7±0.4 I
Notes. We adopt the mean values of mass, age, and distance and the standard deviation, but note that other estimates are also
provided by UniDAM (e.g. mode and median). Usually, UniDAM returns two (or three) estimates per star, assuming different
evolutionary stages – I: pre He-core burning; II: during He-core burning, or III: post He-core burning. The stages are given in
the last column. When the estimates per stage are different, we list all values, otherwise only one value is given. Solutions of low
quality (low probability) are discarded.
2011; Mosser et al. 2011; Elsworth et al. 2017). The stellar
properties based on CoRoT data, which are available for
some of our giants, are discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
3.2. Stellar masses
Mints & Hekker (2017) recently presented a tool for es-
timating masses, ages, and distances of stars using a
Bayesian approach (UniDAM, the unified tool to estimate
distances, ages, and masses). The tool makes use of PAR-
SEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) and needs as input
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Fig. 3. Comparison between synthetic flux model and magnitudes (2MASS and WISE) for two stars, 19223053+0138518 (left)
and 19270600+0134446 (right). Star 19270600+0134446 seems to have excess emission at the W4 band (22 µm).
the atmospheric parameters (Teff , log g, and [Fe/H]) and
the IR photometry from 2MASS (Two Micron All-Sky Sur-
vey, Skrutskie et al. 2006) and WISE (Wide-field Infrared
Survey Explorer, Wright et al. 2010; Cutri & et al. 2012,
2013).
Using UniDAM, Mints & Hekker (2017) esti-
mated the mass of one star of our sample, CNAME
19223053+0138518, using Gaia-ESO DR2 atmospheric
parameters. They derived mean masses of 1.31 or 1.50 (±
0.21) M, depending on whether the star was assumed to
be before or during He-core burning.
We have employed UniDAM to obtain an indicative value
of the stellar masses in our sample. We used the atmo-
spheric parameters from Table 2 combined with J , H, and
Ks magnitudes from 2MASS, andW1 andW2 magnitudes
from WISE. All magnitudes were retrieved from the Vizier
database (Ochsenbein et al. 2000). The results are given in
Table 4 (and also include age and distance estimates). For
a few stars the solutions did not converge or were flagged
as being of low quality, and are thus not given. Estimates
are not provided for star CNAME 17531013-2932063 as it
has saturated 2MASS magnitudes. Some discrepancy be-
tween the masses estimated using UniDAM and what would
be estimated by eye from Fig. 2 can be noted. This is
likely caused by the additional use of IR photometry in the
calculations. Within the errors, however, the estimates of
stellar masses would be in agreement. Moreover, we tested
UniDAM in a series of giants in open clusters observed by
Gaia-ESO with ages between 0.3 and 4.5 Gyr. The cluster
ages and stellar masses obtained by UniDAM were in agree-
ment, within the errors, with the known properties of the
clusters.
The UniDAM code typically outputs two (sometimes
three) solutions, assuming that the giants are in different
evolutionary stage. Most Li-rich giants seem to be low-mass
stars between 1.1 and 1.4 M, either before or during core-
He burning, and thus either at the RGB luminosity bump
or at the clump.
We remark that this method does not use any seismic in-
formation, but only spectroscopic and photometric observ-
ables and theoretical isochrones. It is well known that such
mass estimates for red giants are affected by large uncer-
tainties, given the accumulation of model tracks with differ-
ent masses in a small region of the HR diagram and uncer-
tainties in the chemical composition. In Section 4.1 below,
we also discuss estimates of stellar masses based on seismic
properties. Although these values also suffer from large un-
certainties, the estimates seem to be consistent within the
errors.
3.3. Activity, infrared excess, and rotation
Lithium-rich giants are sometimes found as by-products in
searches for young stars that use x-ray detection, IR ex-
cess, or chromospheric activity as selection criteria (e.g.
Gregorio-Hetem et al. 1993; Castilho et al. 1998; Frasca
et al. 2018). Several works have reported detection of mag-
netic activity in some Li-rich giants (see, e.g. Kővári et al.
2013, 2017; Kriskovics et al. 2014). To search for evidence
of activity, we investigated the stellar spectra for signs of
emission in the core of strong lines (Hα and the near-IR
Ca ii lines). No clear signs of emission were found in any of
the giants.
The IR excess that is sometimes reported in Li-rich gi-
ants has been suggested to be connected to an episode of
enhanced mass loss (de la Reza et al. 1996, 1997, 2015).
However, investigation of large samples of Li-rich and Li-
normal giants has shown that IR excess seems to be rare
(Jasniewicz et al. 1999; Bharat Kumar et al. 2015; Rebull
et al. 2015). This indicates that either the possible mass-
loss event is very short lived or that there is no connection
between mass loss and Li enrichment.
We have investigated the IR behaviour of our Li-rich
giants using 2MASS and WISE photometry. For compari-
son, a flux model of each star was computed using Kurucz
codes (Kurucz 1993). The modelled log(wavelength×flux)
was normalised to the J band and compared to the re-
maining magnitudes. The agreement between models and
observations is very good for all bands from H to W3.
For most stars, the WISE W4 band (at 22 µm) is only
an upper limit. Only two stars have W4 detections. For
star CNAME 19223053+0138518 (CoRoT 100440565), the
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Table 5. Selected chemical abundances of the Li-rich giants.
CNAME [α/Fe] [Mg/Fe] [Al/Fe] [Na/Fe] [Ba/Fe] [Eu/Fe]
08405643-5308309 – – – – – –
17522490-2927512 −0.17±0.17 – +0.21±0.07 – – –
17531013-2932063 +0.18±0.13 – +0.13±0.06 – – –
18181062-3246291 −0.01±0.08 −0.02±0.05 −0.04±0.03 −0.07±0.09 +0.02±0.13 −0.14±0.06
18182698-3242584 +0.22±0.16 +0.22±0.12 +0.32±0.08 +0.37±0.29 +0.01±0.01 −0.04±0.11
18265248+0627259 – – – – – –
19223053+0138518 +0.05±0.23 +0.00±0.04 +0.26±0.05 – – –
19251759+0053140 −0.12±0.20 −0.09±0.03 +0.07±0.05 – – –
19261134+0051569 +0.39±0.22 +0.37±0.04 +0.34±0.05 – +0.23±0.21 –
19263808+0054441 −0.09±0.12 +0.01±0.02 +0.11±0.03 – – –
19264134+0137595 +0.06±0.20 +0.07±0.03 +0.18±0.04 – – –
19264917-0027469 +0.40±0.26 +0.34±0.04 +0.52±0.10 – −0.20±0.24 –
19265013+0149070 +0.36±0.25 +0.30±0.04 +0.34±0.05 – +0.77±0.24 –
19265193+0044004 +0.05±0.13 +0.04±0.08 +0.05±0.05 0.00±0.13 −0.10±0.03 −0.06±0.02
19270600+0134446 −0.03±0.17 −0.05±0.03 +0.22±0.05 – – –
19270815+0017461 +0.16±0.26 +0.16±0.04 +0.29±0.05 – +0.13±0.22 –
19273856+0024149 +0.19±0.22 +0.12±0.04 +0.17±0.05 – – +0.11±0.06
19274706+0023447 +0.07±0.24 −0.03±0.03 +0.12±0.05 – – +0.27±0.06
19280508+0100139 +0.05±0.18 −0.01±0.03 +0.12±0.05 – – +0.01±0.06
19283226+0033072 −0.06±0.22 −0.05±0.03 +0.13±0.05 – – –
Notes. Solar abundances of Mg, Al, Na, Ba, and Eu were adopted from Grevesse et al. (2007). The abundance errors have the
same meaning as discussed in the note of Table 2.
agreement with the model is good. For star CNAME
19270600+0134446 (CoRoT 101205220), an excess emission
is indicated at 22 µm (Fig. 3). Given the lack of W4 mag-
nitudes for most stars in our sample, we do not have a clear
picture of how common the IR excess is in these new Li-rich
giants.
Projected rotational velocities are listed in Table 2.
Many of the giants have only upper limits determined from
their GIRAFFE spectra and are thus likely slow rotators,
including 19270600+0134446, the only giant with IR excess.
Nine giants, however, have v sin i > 7-8 km s−1. This seems
to agree with the results of Drake et al. (2002), who found
that Li-rich giants are more common among fast-rotating
giants (defined by them as giants with v sin i > 8 km s−1).
Fast rotation is one of the expected outcomes of planet
engulfment (e.g. Carlberg et al. 2009). The high v sin i of
some of the Li-rich giants could thus be interpreted as a sign
of engulfment. Privitera et al. (2016a,b) computed models
that take into account the interaction between the plane-
tary orbit and rotation in stars during engulfment episodes.
In their rotating stellar models, equatorial velocities (not
projected) of the order of 5-10 km s−1 are possible for giants
of 1.5 M and log g ∼ 2.5 dex, even without engulfment,
just from the normal spin-down evolution of the star. Only
higher v sin i values would need to be explained with some
sort of acceleration of the stellar surface.
Two stars in our sample could be examples of such cases.
One is star 19274706+0023447 (CoRoT 101314825), the gi-
ant at the lower RGB (top middle panel of Fig. 2), which
has 18 km s−1. The other is star 18265248+0627259, the
fastest rotator in this sample with 37 km s−1 (the star ap-
parently at the core-He burning phase, bottom left panel
of Fig. 2). In light of the work of Privitera et al. (2016a,b),
both stars might have suffered surface acceleration because
of the engulfment of planets. We note that this last star was
observed in the field of the open cluster NGC 6633 (with
ID NGC 6633 JEF 49), but it is not a member based on
its radial velocity (RV) and photometry (Jeffries 1997, who
also measured v sin i = 39 km s−1).
3.4. Chemical abundances
We have checked the chemical abundances of other elements
available in iDR5 for possible anomalies. Abundances of a
few selected elements in the Li-rich giants are given in Table
5. The abundance information for the stars observed with
GIRAFFE is limited because of the restricted wavelength
range of the spectra (see Mikolaitis et al. 2014). Abundances
of C, N, and O are only available for giants observed with
UVES and are given in Table 6.
Surface abundances of C and N are expected to be al-
tered in giants that have gone through the first dredge-up;
[C/Fe] ∼ −0.20 dex and [N/Fe] ∼ +0.40 dex (see, e.g. Taut-
vaišiene˙ et al. 2015, 2016; Drazdauskas et al. 2016a,b; Böcek
Topcu et al. 2015, 2016; Szigeti et al. 2018, for some recent
references). The C and N abundances seem consistent with
the stars having experienced first dredge-up, although N
in the star CNAME 18181062-3246291 seems to have been
only mildly affected.
Abundances of other elements (Na, Al, α, iron peak,
and neutron capture) were also investigated. Of the heavy
neutron-capture elements, Table 5 only lists [Ba/Fe] and
[Eu/Fe] values. The only peculiarity that was identified lies
in the [Ba/Fe] ratio of star CNAME 19265013+0149070
(CoRoT 101162874), which is clearly enhanced. We have
double-checked the Ba abundance of this star using spec-
trum synthesis and confirm the reported enhancement. We
remark that this star is rotating moderately fast (v sin i =
13.2 km s−1, see Table 2). The Ba enhancement might sug-
gest that this could be a barium giant (see, e.g. de Castro
et al. 2016; Escorza et al. 2017). Barium giants are mem-
bers of binary systems, with companions that are currently
white dwarfs. The more massive companion evolved faster,
went through the AGB phase and enriched itself with neu-
tron capture elements, before transferring mass to the cur-
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Fig. 4. Left : Toomre diagram of the new Li-rich giants with good Gaia DR2 parallaxes (i.e. only the 14 giants with a relative error
of the parallax lower than 15%). Error bars are shown, but in many cases they are smaller than the point size. Right: Chemical
plot of the [α/Fe] ratio as a function of [Fe/H]. In all plots, the field Li-rich giants are displayed as stars and giants in fields of
open clusters as solid circles. The colour is orange or blue for stars that are tentatively associated with the thick or thin disc,
respectively. Other Gaia-ESO iDR5 field stars are shown as dots in the right panel
.
Table 6. Abundances of C, N, and O in the three Li-rich giants
observed with UVES.
CNAME [C/Fe] [N/Fe] [O/Fe]
18181062-3246291 −0.17±0.03 +0.01±0.06 −0.02±0.05
18182698-3242584 −0.03±0.04 +0.46±0.06 +0.01±0.05
19265193+0044004 −0.21±0.06 +0.23±0.05 −0.10±0.03
Notes. Solar abundances of C, N, and O were adopted from
Grevesse & Sauval (1998). We gave preference to these older val-
ues for CNO because Grevesse et al. (2007) list abundances de-
rived using 3D models, which considerably decrease the value of
the reference solar abundances. Our analysis, however, is based
on 1D models, and thus Grevesse & Sauval (1998) offer more
consistent reference values. All abundances are given in LTE.
The abundance errors have the same meaning as discussed in
the note of Table 2.
rent Ba giant. The Li enhancement might also originate
from the AGB companion. However, there seems to be no
clear evidence of other Li-rich Ba giants (Lambert et al.
1993).
3.5. Stellar population analysis
The second data release (DR2) of Gaia has provided astro-
metric information for more than 1.3×109 objects with un-
precedented quality (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018;
Lindegren et al. 2018). We have cross-matched our list of
Li-rich giants with Gaia DR2 and obtained parallaxes and
proper motions for all the stars (Table A.1 in the appendix).
The relative uncertainty of the parallaxes has median
of about 10% and is lower than 25% for most stars. For
this preliminary kinematic analysis, we assumed that the
stellar distance is the inverse of the parallax. This assump-
tion should provide accurate results for most of our stars,
but not for all of them. We refer to Luri et al. (2018) for a
discussion of the uncertainties, correlations, and limitations
of the parallaxes. We considered only giants whose relative
uncertainty of the parallaxes is lower than 15%.
Table 7. Galactic space velocities for the new sample of Li-rich
giants reported in this work.
CNAME U V W
km s−1 km s−1 km s−1
08405643-5308309 −36.2±2.0 −48.4±0.3 −10.5 ±0.6
17522490-2927512 – – –
17531013-2932063 −16.1±0.2 20.7±2.2 1.8±1.2
18181062-3246291 43.5±0.5 31.1±1.8 −38.3±2.8
18182698-3242584 36.1±0.4 −65.8±7.6 −5.6±1.2
18265248+0627259 102.5±7.6 −47.6±8.2 −66.3±9.0
19223053+0138518 −11.5±0.4 −10.7±0.5 −19.0±2.2
19251759+0053140 111.4±3.2 20.2±3.9 7.2±1.4
19261134+0051569 125.2±11.1 −92.3±13.9 21.6±2.4
19263808+0054441 −32.2±0.4 −41.4±0.8 −21.2±2.4
19264134+0137595 98.6±6.0 −31.5±7.1 25.1±2.8
19264917-0027469 – – –
19265013+0149070 – – –
19265193+0044004 −15.8±1.6 12.5±1.6 −15.6±2.5
19270600+0134446 – – –
19270815+0017461 – – –
19273856+0024149 – – –
19274706+0023447 117.2±9.1 −54.6±11.3 20.1±2.7
19280508+0100139 171.3±15.2 −75.6±18.8 18.3±3.3
19283226+0033072 102.3±5.0 −34.9±6.5 −5.2±0.9
The calculation of the heliocentric Galactic space-
velocity components (U , V , and W ) and respective uncer-
tainties is based on the equations presented in Johnson &
Soderblom (1987). The components are in the right-hand
system, meaning that U is positive towards the Galactic
centre, V is positive towards the Galactic rotation, and W
is positive towards the Galactic north pole. For this calcu-
lation, we assumed that the local standard of rest rotates
with VLSR = 220 km s−1 and adopted the 3D solar motion
of (U, V,W )= (+10.0, +5.2, +7.2) from Dehnen & Binney
(1998).
The results are displayed in the left panel of Fig. 4 and
are listed in Table 7. The velocities of the Li-rich giants
do not deviate significantly from the behaviour expected of
stars in the Galactic disc. In the right panel, we include
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the plot of the [α/Fe] ratio as a function of [Fe/H]. The
value of [α/Fe] is an average of abundances of [Mg i/Fe],
[Si i/Fe], [Ca i/Fe], [Ti i/Fe], and [Ti ii/Fe]. The Li-rich gi-
ants are compared to the field stars included in the iDR5
catalogue. In this last panel, the dots are results of Monte
Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) simulations that take into ac-
count the uncertainties in the measured abundances. The
contours in mark regions containing 95% and 68% of the
data points. Using their [α/Fe] ratios, we tentatively clas-
sify 11 giants as members of the thin disc and seven as
members of the thick disc. No α-element abundances are
available for the remaining two giants. We note, however,
that the tentative thin- and thick-disc giants do not sepa-
rate well in the kinematic plot.
One of the tentative thick-disc stars, 18182698-3242584,
was observed in a field towards the bulge, and thus it might
instead be a member of this stellar population (but see Ap-
pendix D below), in particular, given the known chemical
similarity between bulge and thick disc (Alves-Brito et al.
2010). Alternatively, it might also be a member of the α-
enhanced super-solar metallicity population identified by
Adibekyan et al. (2011). A detailed discussion of the kine-
matic properties of the sample is beyond the scope of this
paper, but we can conclude that they mostly seem to be
disc giants.
4. Discussion
In this section, we attempt to address the evolutionary
stage of the stars in more detail. To do this, we make use of
the CoRoT data available for a subsample of our Li-rich gi-
ants. We also make use of the recent Gaia DR2 to compute
luminosities and position the giants in the HR diagram.
For the discussion in this section, we combine our sample
of new discoveries with the Gaia-ESO Li-rich giants previ-
ously reported in Casey et al. (2016). For completeness, in
the appendix we give both the observational data of these
stars (Table B.1) and the results of the re-analysis of their
spectra in Gaia-ESO iDR5 (Table B.2). Additional discus-
sion of the Li-rich giants observed in the fields of open clus-
ters is given in Appendix C. It is shown that these stars are
not cluster members. An additional discussion of the giants
observed towards the Bulge is given in Appendix D. It is
also shown that Bulge membership is unlikely.
4.1. Stellar properties from CoRoT data
Perhaps the most important result based on the analy-
sis of the CoRoT data1 of these new Li-rich giants is
the evolutionary stage of star 19265193+0044004 (CoRoT
101167637). This star is a He-core burning clump giant ac-
cording to Mosser et al. (2011). This is one of the few known
Li-rich giant with a clear asteroseismic determination of the
evolutionary stage, and the first based on CoRoT data. The
other such giants include the clump giant reported by Silva
Aguirre et al. (2014), the RGB bump giant reported by
Jofré et al. (2015), and the two clump giants reported by
Bharat Kumar et al. (2018), all with Kepler data. We also
highlight the Li-rich giant found by Monaco et al. (2014) in
one open cluster as its position at the CMD is consistent
with the red clump. For the remaining Li-rich giants in our
1 The CoRoT data are publicly available and can be down-
loaded at http://idoc-corot.ias.u-psud.fr/
sample, the CoRoT data do not provide a clear evolution-
ary classification. In Section 3.2, we estimated the giant to
have 1.3-1.4 ± 0.3 M. Thus, this is most likely a low-mass
star, although the error bar does not exclude the possibility
of an intermediate-mass value. As a low-mass star, it went
through the He-core flash at the end of the RGB evolution.
As suggested before (e.g. Kumar et al. 2011; Monaco et al.
2014), this episode must likely be related to the origin of
the Li enrichment. Star 19265193+0044004 becomes now an
important addition that supports the connection between
Li-rich giants with the clump evolution.
Solar-like oscillations have been detected in the analysis
of the light curves of 10 out of the 14 new Li-rich giants
found in the CoRoT fields. Up to four pipelines were used
in the seismic analysis (see Mosser & Appourchaux 2009;
Hekker et al. 2010; Mathur et al. 2010; de Assis Peralta
et al. 2018). The frequency of maximum power, νmax, to-
gether with our Teff values was used to compute seismic
estimates of log g by means of a scaling relation (Brown
et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995). Furthermore, using
our temperatures, νmax , and the large separation (∆ν),
estimates of the stellar masses can also be obtained using
scaling relations. See, for instance, Eq. 3 of Miglio et al.
(2012). We used the following solar values: Teff = 5777 K,
νmax = 3090 µHz, and ∆ν = 135 µHz. The values are
given in Table 8.
Masses derived using global seismic parameters and
scaling relations can be more accurate than those based on
isochrones. However, the precision of the values obtained
from the scaling relations itself depends on stellar parame-
ters such as mass, metallicity, and evolutionary stage (e.g.
Miglio et al. 2013). Corrections based on theoretical mod-
els and frequencies are required to improve the precision of
stellar mass values, such as in Rodrigues et al. (2017) and
Valentini et al. (in prep.). These corrections were not ap-
plied here. Therefore, the mass values should be seen only
as indicative and used only as a check of the values de-
rived previously using a different method. In most cases,
the masses agree within the uncertainties with the values
derived using UniDAM. In some cases of large disagreement,
the seismic mass is based on one detection, hence this can
be seen as a difficult and uncertain measurement.
The seismic log g values are mostly lower than the spec-
troscopic values. The mean difference is about −0.16 ± 0.13
dex. For the Li-rich CoRoT giants of higher metallicity, this
change moves some of the stars from inside the region of
the RGB bump to a position around the clump or closer
to the early AGB. The position of Li-rich CoRoT giants of
lower metallicity is still consistent with the bump, although
at higher stellar mass. Thus, the previous conclusion does
not change. The stars remain consistent with three evolu-
tionary stages: the RGB bump, the clump, and the early
AGB.
Finally, De Medeiros et al. (2013) analysed the CoRoT
light curve of 19273856+0024149 and found it to display
semi-sinusoidal variation, likely produced by rotation (we
determined v sin i = 12 km s−1). De Medeiros et al. (2013)
derived a variability period of 74.383 ± 1.0792 days. These
two measurements yield a “projected" radius of the star of
17.6 R. Star 19273856+0024149 is the giant in the right
panel of Fig. 2 above the RGB bump above the blue track
for 1.2 M. The models for 1.2 M predict a radius of ∼
11.6 R for its log g (2.39 dex, Table 2). A larger radius
might mean that the giant is brighter and/or has higher
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Table 8. Seismic estimates of the surface gravity and stellar masses of the Li-rich giants in the CoRoT fields.
CNAME CoRoT ID log g σlog g Mass σmass Num.
M M Pipelines
19223053+0138518 100440565 2.35 0.05 1.25 0.14 4
19251759+0053140 100919702 – – – – 0
19261134+0051569 101064590 2.34 0.07 2.75 1.37 1
19263808+0054441 101130864 2.48 0.02 0.91 0.12 2
19264134+0137595 101139596 2.39 0.07 1.55 0.19 3
19264917-0027469 101160340 1.93 0.06 1.46 0.46 1
19265013+0149070 101162874 – – – – 0
19265193+0044004 101167637 2.42 0.03 1.20 0.15 4
19270600+0134446 101205220 2.48 0.05 1.74 0.56 1
19270815+0017461 101210895 2.23 0.02 1.29 0.18 1
19273856+0024149 101292381 2.10 0.04 1.54 0.27 3
19274706+0023447 101314825 – – – – 0
19280508+0100139 101351658 2.30 0.08 3.03 1.60 1
19283226+0033072 101411079 – – – – 0
Notes. The error in log g takes into account the error in Teff . Moreover, it includes both the standard and systematic errors for
the targets for which detection was made by more than one pipeline. For the targets with only one determination, this is only the
internal error of the pipeline (and thus it underestimates the uncertainty). The error in the masses also takes into account the error
in νmax, which is usually large. Moreover, we remark again that masses based on scaling relations need corrections that depend on
the stellar parameters, as discussed in the text, and which were not applied here.
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Fig. 5. Metallicity distribution of the CoRoT giants included in Gaia-ESO iDR5. Left: All giants in the CoRoT fields with
determinations of Li abundances. Right: Li-rich giants.
mass than implied by our spectroscopic log g itself, bringing
the star closer to the RGB bump. A higher mass value (1.54
M) is supported by the seismic analysis.
4.2. Giants in CoRoT fields
The extended sample of CoRoT giants indicates that evolu-
tionary stage is one main factor that unites Li-rich giants.
Gaia-ESO has observed 2865 targets in CoRoT fields; 2431
of them have log g ≤ 3.5 in the iDR5 catalogue (and thus
are considered here to be giants). Lithium abundances or
upper limits were derived for 2252 of them.
The characteristics of the CoRoT data mean that the
giants for which oscillations have been extracted are mostly
in the range of the clump and bump, or somewhat lower on
the RGB. These giants with asteroseismic data were the pri-
ority in the Gaia-ESO observations. Nevertheless, because
of the difficulties of assigning fibres during the observations,
these giants were not observed alone. The observed giants
are distributed throughout the RGB, with log g ranging
from 3.5 to 0.70 dex (with quartiles 2.74 and 2.30 dex).
Within this large sample, we found a total of 23 Li-rich
giants, including those reported in this work and in Casey
et al. (2016). This is a fraction of 1.02%, which is consis-
tent with the numbers reported in the literature (∼1-2%,
see e.g. Brown et al. 1989; Pilachowski et al. 2000; Kirby
et al. 2016).
Histograms with the metallicity distribution of the
CoRoT giants are shown in Fig. 5. The metallicity distri-
bution of all the CoRoT giants spans from [Fe/H] = −1.87
to +0.52, with mean −0.15±0.36 and quartiles at −0.38
and +0.13. The Li-rich CoRoT giants have mean [Fe/H]
= −0.06±0.31 and the quartiles of the distribution are at
−0.34 and +0.21. Thus, their metallicity distribution seems
slightly shifted towards higher metallicities. The metallicity
distribution is bimodal. There are two peaks, one at [Fe/H]
= −0.40 (9 stars below −0.20) and another at +0.20 (11
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Fig. 6. All CoRoT giants with detected Li abundances or upper limits in the iDR5 catalogue. The giants found to be Li-rich are
highlighted. The tracks are as those shown in Fig. 2. The red symbols are the new discoveries reported in this paper, while the
dark magenta symbols are the Li-rich giants reported by Casey et al. (2016).
stars above 0.0). Only two stars are found between [Fe/H]
= −0.20 and 0.0 (and one more lacks determination of
[Fe/H]). Given the small fraction of Li-rich giants, their
numbers seems consistent with the metallicity distribution
of the larger population.
The important result is that within this large sample
of CoRoT giants, the Li-rich giants are mostly found in a
narrow range of surface gravity values (i.e. narrow range
of luminosities). These giants are mostly in the proximity
of the RGB luminosity bump, although in particular for
higher metallicity, some are also consistent with the posi-
tion of the clump and/or could be at the early AGB. The
asteroseismic data classify one star as a red clump giant,
and at least one giant is visually consistent with the core
He-burning stage at the intermediate-mass regime, which
might be even more challenging to explain. There is no
extra-mixing event known to take place at this stage for
intermediate-mass giants. The four exceptions likely have
very uncertain atmospheric parameters.
The concentration around the three evolutionary re-
gions is clearly visible in Fig. 6, even though the error bars
prevent an accurate positioning of the objects. This obser-
vation differs from previous reports that Li-rich giants are
located throughout the whole extension of the RGB. For
example, Alcalá et al. (2011) reported 1 Li-rich low-mass
M-type giant likely at the tip of the RGB. Monaco et al.
(2011) discussed 5 Li-rich giants located between the RGB
bump and the tip of the RGB. Martell & Shetrone (2013)
reported 23 Li-rich giants distributed from the bottom to
the tip of the RGB.
This conclusion is also different from what has been
reported in Casey et al. (2016), where most giants had
been found to lie below the position of the RGB luminosity
bump. This concentration seemed to suggest planet engulf-
ment as the most likely scenario. We note here again that
the new evolutionary tracks of Fu et al. (2018) argue for a
lower position of the RGB bump of low-mass stars. For the
sample of Casey et al. (2016), we used a new set of param-
eters revised during the Gaia-ESO iDR5 analysis. Most of
the changes between the values of Teff and log g reported
in Casey et al. (2016) and those reported here are well ex-
plained by the uncertainties in the measurements, however.
Moreover, the seismic log g values place the stars closer
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to the red clump, making a position below the RGB bump
even less likely.
Further motivation to review the likelihood of planet
engulfment as a main channel behind the Li enrichment
comes from recent works investigating Be abundances in Li-
rich giants. Takeda & Tajitsu (2017) attempted to detect
Be in 20 Li-rich giants, including a few with Li abundances
above the meteoritic value. No Be enhancement was de-
tected. Adamów et al. (2018) recently reported an attempt
to detect Be in two Li-rich giants. Again, the Be abundance
was found to be depleted, as expected for red giants after
the first dredge-up. Moreover, as discussed before, very fast
rotation that clearly needs an additional mechanism to ac-
celerate the stellar surface is seen in only two giants of our
sample. The combination of all these observations seems to
suggest that planet engulfment plays a minor role at most
in the formation process of Li-rich giants.
4.3. Luminosities with Gaia DR2 data
As mentioned before, the Gaia DR2 parallaxes and proper
motions are given in Table A.1. To calculate stellar lumi-
nosities, we assumed that the stellar distance is the inverse
of the parallax. This assumption should provide accurate
results for most of our stars, but not for all of them. We
refer to Luri et al. (2018) for a discussion of the uncer-
tainties, correlations, and limitations of the parallaxes. We
computed luminosities for the 27 giants whose relative un-
certainty of the parallaxes is lower than 15%.
To compute the absolute magnitudes, Ks from 2MASS
was transformed into K in the CIT/CTIO system (Elias
et al. 1982) using the relation from Carpenter (2001) and
ignoring the reddening. Bolometric corrections in K have
been tabulated by Houdashelt et al. (2000). The bolometric
correction mostly depends on the Teff of the giant, is only
weakly dependent on the metallicity, and is mostly indepen-
dent of log g. Thus, in the grid of Houdashelt et al. (2000),
we first selected the table of closer metallicity (either [Fe/H]
= 0.00 or −0.50 dex) and linearly interpolated the values
in Teff . Failing to interpolate in [Fe/H] causes an effect of at
most 0.02 mag in the bolometric correction. This effect is
negligible given that the uncertainties in our Teff values can
cause an effect of about 0.2 mag in the bolometric correc-
tion. Luminosities were computed using a solar bolometric
magnitude of Mbol  = 4.75 mag.
We estimated the uncertainties in the luminosities com-
ing from the uncertainties in the parallaxes, Ks magni-
tudes, and bolometric corrections. To do this, we assumed
that the observed value is the mean of a Gaussian distri-
bution with a standard deviation equal to the observed er-
ror (assumed to be 0.2 mag in the case of the bolometric
correction). We then repeated the calculation of the lumi-
nosities 10 000 times by drawing a random value of parallax,
magnitude, and bolometric correction out of these distribu-
tions. The standard deviation of the resulting distribution
of luminosity values was taken to be the uncertainty in this
quantity. The median of the uncertainties in the luminosi-
ties is 0.12 dex.
The position in the HR diagram of the Li-rich giants for
which we computed luminosities is shown in Fig. 7. The plot
is divided into metallicity bins as in Fig. 2 and shows the
same evolutionary tracks. It is clear that the HR diagram
shows a similar behaviour as the Teff -log g diagram. The
low-mass giants are concentrated around the position of
the luminosity bump or the clump. The intermediate-mass
stars seem to be at the core-He burning stage. A few stars
might be at the early AGB, given the uncertainties.
Luminosity values of higher quality may be obtained
with a better estimation of the distances and by taking into
account the reddening. We note, however, that a reddening
of 1 mag would increase the luminosity by 0.4 dex. This
change in the luminosities would not change our conclu-
sions. The giants would still be located around the bump,
the core-He burning regions, or the early AGB. Thus, the
Gaia data seem to confirm our previous conclusions.
As a final comment, we note that star
18265248+0627259, which seemed to be a core-He
burning intermediate-mass star in Fig. 2, is in the same
region in Fig 7 (bottom left panel). This position makes
internal mixing of fresh Li unlikely in this star. This fast
rotator is also one of the candidates for planet engulfment.
A follow-up investigation of its Be abundance would be an
interesting way to search for additional support for this
hypothesis.
5. Summary
We reported on the discovery of 20 new Li-rich giants ob-
served by the Gaia-ESO Survey. Four giants were observed
in the field of open clusters, but do not seem to be members.
Two giants were observed in fields towards the Galactic
bulge, but magnitudes and proper motions are not compat-
ible with bulge membership. The remaining 14 giants were
observed in the CoRoT fields.
The asteroseismic data classify star 19265193+0044004
as a He-core burning clump giant. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is only the fifth Li-rich giant with asteroseismic
determination of the evolutionary stage; it is the first with
CoRoT data. It becomes the fourth such star to be found
at the red clump. Its evolutionary stage supports a pos-
sible connection between the He-flash and the surface Li
enrichment.
A comprehensive investigation of additional proper-
ties (IR magnitudes, rotational velocities, strong lines, and
additional chemical abundances) did not reveal common
peculiarities shared by all the Li-rich giants. We were
able to identify one star with enhanced Ba abundance
(19265013+0149070), five giants with v sin i > 10 km
s−1, and one star with IR excess (19270600+0134446). All
giants show disc-like motion. Eleven stars seem to belong
to the thin disc, and seven have enhanced [α/Fe], which
tentatively classifies them as thick-disc stars.
The two fastest rotators in our sample are candidates
for having suffered planet engulfment. Otherwise, the only
common characteristic of the Li-rich giants in our sample
seems to be their evolutionary stage. The Li-rich giants are
mostly located around three evolutionary stages: the RGB
luminosity bump, the clump, and the early AGB.
The concentration around these three evolutionary
stages is particularly clear in the sample of giants in
the CoRoT fields observed within the Gaia-ESO Survey.
Lithium abundances (or upper limits) are available for 2252
such giants, covering from the bottom to the upper regions
of the RGB (for low-mass stars) and up to the early AGB
of intermediate-mass stars. In this extended sample, the 1%
of the giants that were found to be Li-rich are only located
around the RGB luminosity bump, the clump, or the early
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of the panels.
AGB. Luminosities computed using Gaia DR2 parallaxes
also support these conclusions.
This observation suggests that evolutionary stage plays
a major role in the process of Li enrichment, at least in
this sample. Additional processes such as planet engulfment
probably only play a minor role. However, Li-rich objects
found in other evolutionary stages cannot be explained in
the same way. This includes the Li-rich metal-poor dwarfs
and subgiants that were found, for example, in the globu-
lar cluster NGC 6397 by Koch et al. (2011), in M 30 by
Gruyters et al. (2016), and in the field by Li et al. (2018).
Deep mixing that would add freshly synthesised Li is not
possible in these stars. Thus, they likely require external
pollution. Even in these cases, however, the non-detection
of Be enhancement in the Li-rich dwarf in NGC 6397 argues
against planet engulfment (Pasquini et al. 2014).
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Appendix A: Gaia DR2 data for the Li-rich giants discovered in the Gaia-ESO Survey
Table A.1. Gaia DR2 photometric and astrometric information for the complete list of 40 Li-rich giants discovered by the
Gaia-ESO Survey. The luminosities computed as discussed in the text are given in the last column. The new discoveries are listed
in the top part of the table, and the stars from Casey et al. (2016) appear in the bottom part.
CNAME Gaia DR2 Designation G pi pmRA pmDEC log(L/L)
mag mas mas yr−1 mas yr−1
08405643-5308309 5318493981589528192 13.87 0.34±0.01 −2.70±0.03 +2.21±0.03 1.69±0.08
17522490-2927512 4056552974204511104 14.93 0.28±0.07 −1.77±0.10 −3.75±0.09 –
17531013-2932063 4056548065148248576 13.71 0.36±0.05 +1.00±0.07 +0.78±0.05 –
18181062-3246291 4045590259161801088 11.69 0.73±0.05 +7.33±0.08 +0.69±0.07 1.60±0.11
18182698-3242584 4045596512634175232 12.58 0.47±0.05 −2.41±0.08 −6.64±0.07 1.72±0.13
18265248+0627259 4477215166550061184 14.04 0.26±0.03 +1.47±0.05 −6.58±0.05 1.79±0.13
19223053+0138518 4288628856312126848 12.55 0.60±0.04 +3.30±0.08 −1.63±0.08 1.69±0.10
19251759+0053140 4263760067953345920 14.02 0.40±0.04 −2.75±0.07 −3.28±0.06 1.56±0.11
19261134+0051569 4287730555301937664 14.50 0.25±0.03 −4.53±0.05 −6.57±0.05 1.68±0.14
19263808+0054441 4287729691992814848 12.61 0.59±0.04 +3.38±0.07 −3.33±0.06 1.75±0.10
19264134+0137595 4287845866587261056 13.81 0.29±0.03 −3.61±0.06 −3.84±0.05 1.85±0.13
19264917-0027469 4263365618150379904 15.49 0.22±0.05 −3.79±0.08 −6.22±0.06 –
19265013+0149070 4288600681325536128 15.28 0.16±0.04 −3.57±0.08 −4.72±0.06 –
19265193+0044004 4287713169274054400 12.58 0.42±0.04 +2.81±0.07 +0.68±0.06 1.94±0.12
19270600+0134446 4287841605979616128 14.32 0.19±0.04 −1.30±0.11 +0.33±0.08 –
19270815+0017461 4263486804951740160 14.92 0.14±0.04 −4.21±0.11 −6.03±0.08 –
19273856+0024149 4263495016929225984 14.80 0.14±0.04 −2.77±0.07 −6.01±0.05 –
19274706+0023447 4263483609496036864 14.44 0.27±0.03 −4.01±0.06 −5.26±0.05 1.72±0.14
19280508+0100139 4287748250568596608 14.90 0.22±0.03 −4.48±0.06 −6.39±0.05 1.62±0.15
19283226+0033072 4287505739532706048 14.21 0.27±0.02 −2.04±0.04 −4.60±0.04 1.76±0.12
08095783-4701385 5519275280241807744 12.27 0.44±0.03 −10.11±0.07 +5.06±0.06 1.95±0.10
08102116-4740125 5519174438707586560 13.74 0.22±0.02 −4.27±0.03 +4.86±0.04 2.07±0.11
08110403-4852137 5516065363421606400 14.41 0.16±0.02 −3.18±0.04 +4.57±0.04 1.98±0.15
08395152-5315159 5318117570655113472 14.92 0.19±0.03 −6.16±0.05 +6.44±0.04 1.83±0.14
10300194-6321203 5252183088177166208 13.63 0.35±0.02 −9.74±0.03 +3.79±0.02 1.67±0.09
10323205-6324012 5251997786110150016 13.31 0.44±0.01 −12.34±0.03 +3.82±0.02 1.48±0.08
10495719-6341212 5241195634131057024 13.26 0.42±0.01 −4.22±0.02 +2.15±0.02 1.69±0.09
10503631-6512237 5239541728112201216 13.93 0.24±0.02 −10.53±0.03 +3.90±0.03 1.93±0.11
11000515-7623259 5201529682666727680 12.73 0.53±0.02 −11.65±0.04 +3.50±0.03 1.89±0.09
18033785-3009201 4050184607210512512 13.64 0.35±0.03 +0.36±0.07 −2.10±0.05 1.69±0.11
19230935+0123293 4264555358460629632 15.34 0.12±0.04 −5.28±0.06 −5.82±0.06 –
19242472+0044106 4263749931831068928 13.78 0.42±0.03 −4.20±0.06 −7.83±0.05 1.61±0.11
19252571+0031444 4263697189630154112 14.94 0.18±0.04 −1.91±0.09 −3.88±0.07 –
19252758+0153065 4288618754548267904 13.36 0.33±0.03 −2.44±0.06 −3.08±0.05 1.80±0.13
19252837+0027037 4263682689819998208 15.83 0.09±0.05 −3.67±0.08 −3.61±0.07 –
19253819+0031094 4263685301160162048 15.25 0.16±0.04 −2.89±0.09 −7.22±0.07 –
19261007-0010200 4263433753514379648 13.86 0.22±0.02 −3.38±0.04 −2.06±0.04 1.95±0.12
19264038-0019575 4263381629788846720 14.94 0.23±0.04 −3.32±0.06 −9.02±0.05 –
19301883-0004175 4215367778069753728 14.13 0.15±0.04 −3.82±0.06 −5.68±0.05 –
19304281+2016107 2017726986620705152 14.53 0.25±0.04 −0.89±0.04 −5.39±0.05 1.99±0.15
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Appendix B: Tables with data for the Li-rich giants reported in Casey et al. (2016).
Table B.1. Observational data of the Li-rich giants reported in Casey et al. (2016).
CNAME Field 2MASS ID R.A. DEC. V RV S/N
h:m:s (J2000) d:m:s (J2000) mag km s−1
08095783-4701385 γ2 Vel 08095784-4701383 08:09:57.83 −47:01:38.5 10.82 +26.1 145
08102116-4740125 γ2 Vel 08102116-4740125 08:10:21.16 −47:40:12.5 14.221 +70.7 129
08110403-4852137 NGC2547 08110403-4852137 08:11:04.03 −48:52:13.7 14.87 +54.2 58
08395152-5315159 IC2391 08395152-5315159 08:39:51.52 −53:15:15.9 15.41 +27.0 102
10300194-6321203 IC2602 10300194-6321203 10:30:01.94 −63:21:20.3 14.16 −10.4 145
10323205-6324012 IC2602 10323205-6324012 10:32:32.05 −63:24:01.2 13.72 +13.3 88
10495719-6341212 IC2602 10495719-6341212 10:49:57.19 −63:41:21.2 13.841 +13.8 123
10503631-6512237 IC2602 10503632-6512237 10:50:36.31 −65:12:23.7 12.77 −34.1 84
11000515-7623259 Cha I 11000515-7623259 11:00:05.15 −76:23:25.9 13.741 −15.8 103
18033785-3009201 Bulge 18033785-3009200 18:03:37.85 −30:09:20.1 13.271 −69.9 97
19230935+0123293 Corot 19230934+0123293 19:23:09.35 +01:23:29.3 15.93 +11.9 7
19242472+0044106 Corot 19242474+0044104 19:24:24.73 +00:44:10.5 14.45 +77.7 92
19252571+0031444 Corot 19252571+0031444 19:25:25.71 +00:31:44.4 15.101 −38.5 44
19252758+0153065 Corot 19252758+0153064 19:25:27.58 +01:53:06.5 13.73 +28.1 35
19252837+0027037 Corot 19252837+0027037 19:25:28.37 +00:27:03.7 16.021 +0.1 28
19253819+0031094 Corot 19253819+0031094 19:25:38.19 +00:31:09.4 15.59 +26.4 33
19261007-0010200 Corot 19261020+0010226 19:26:10.07 +00:10:20.0 14.551 −21.1 63
19264038-0019575 Corot – 19:26:40.38 +00:19:57.5 – +42.3 21
19301883-0004175 Corot – 19:30:18.83 +00:04:17.5 – +57.3 41
19304281+2016107 NGC6802 19304281+2016107 19:30:42.81 +20:16:10.7 14.673 +17.4 67
Notes. The V magnitudes are from APASS (the AAVSO Photometric All-Sky Survey, Henden et al. 2015) unless otherwise noted:
(1) NOMAD catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2004); (2) The Guide Star Catalog, Version 2.3.2 (GSC2.3) (STScI, 2006).
Table B.2. New iDR5 atmospheric parameters and lithium abundances for the Li-rich giants reported in Casey et al. (2016).
CNAME Teff σ log g σ [Fe/H] σ ξ σ A(Li) σ A(Li)
(K) (K) km s−1 km s−1 (LTE) (non-LTE)
08095783-4701385 5002 28 2.55 0.04 −0.25 0.02 1.50 0.00 3.60 – 3.24
08102116-4740125 4433 175 – – −0.12 0.01 – – 3.52 0.11 –
08110403-4852137 4599 212 – – −0.07 0.08 – – 3.601 0.13 –
08395152-5315159 4531 187 2.52 0.18 +0.01 0.05 – – 1.881 0.29 2.07
10300194-6321203 4472 184 – – −0.03 0.04 – – 2.891 0.28 –
10323205-6324012 4440 178 2.57 0.19 +0.15 0.01 – – 2.961 0.23 2.89
10495719-6341212 4646 117 – – +0.02 0.09 – – 2.971 0.20 –
10503631-6512237 4580 119 – – −0.03 0.05 – – 2.50 0.17 –
11000515-7623259 4418 – – – +0.14 0.00 – – 2.55 0.07 –
18033785-3009201 4455 58 2.43 0.11 +0.12 0.07 1.64 0.18 2.66 0.13 2.67
19230935+0123293 4610 144 2.21 0.21 −0.33 0.55 – – 2.59 0.15 2.57
19242472+0044106 4631 58 2.60 0.12 +0.09 0.06 1.73 0.20 2.51 0.06 2.57
19252571+0031444 4892 169 2.66 0.25 −0.17 0.20 – – 2.32 0.11 2.38
19252758+0153065 4694 46 2.80 0.10 +0.22 0.26 – – 3.54 0.07 3.35
19252837+0027037 4813 236 2.48 0.19 +0.14 0.24 – – 3.32 0.13 3.17
19253819+0031094 4625 247 2.13 0.41 −0.40 0.27 – – 3.28 0.07 3.06
19261007-0010200 4680 35 2.49 0.09 −0.35 0.18 – – 3.26 0.06 3.02
19264038-0019575 4782 46 2.75 0.10 −0.40 0.28 – – 3.69 0.16 3.34
19301883-0004175 4128 77 1.22 0.31 – – – – 2.14 0.17 2.13
19304281+2016107 4759 67 2.63 0.12 −0.04 0.11 1.80 0.09 2.62 0.06 2.63
Notes. (1) The values of Li abundance for these five stars are not part of the final iDR5 Gaia-ESO catalogue. The values are
missing from the main catalogue, likely because abundance measurements performed by different pipelines disagreed by a large
margin. We report here instead the Li abundances rederived by only one of these pipelines, that of the Arcetri node (see description
of this analysis node in Lanzafame et al. 2015).
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Appendix C: Giants in open cluster fields
We have identified four Li-rich giants in the field of three open clusters. If the stars are indeed members of the clusters,
we could use the known cluster distances and reddening values to accurately position the objects in a CMD. This would
allow a more robust understanding of their evolutionary stage than is possible with the spectroscopic diagram of Fig. 2
(see, e.g. the clump giant found by Monaco et al. 2014, in the open cluster Trumpler 5). Often, however, radial velocities
and/or metallicities indicate that the Li-rich giants seem to be just field stars that are unrelated to the cluster (see
Alonso-Santiago et al. 2017; Frasca et al. 2017, for recent examples).
The four giants reported here do not seem to be cluster members. This was also the case of the Li-rich giants in open
cluster fields found by Casey et al. (2016).
Membership is excluded based on discrepant RVs. Star CNAME 08405643-5308309 has an RV = +55 km s−1 , while
the open cluster IC 2391 has a mean RV ∼ 15 km s−1 (based on five stars reported in Spina et al. 2017). Stars CNAME
17522490-2927512 and 17531013-2932063 have +81.6 and −25.8 km s−1, respectively, while the cluster Rup 134 has a
mean RV ∼ −41 km s−1 (Magrini et al., in prep.). Star CNAME 18265248+0627259 (the fastest rotator in the sample)
has an RV = +32.7 km s−1 , while NGC 6633 has a mean RV ∼ −29 km s−1 (Magrini et al. 2017).
Six giants from Casey et al. (2016), all observed in the field of open clusters, are missing log g values in the iDR5
catalogue (Table B.2). This happened because the disagreement between the two pipelines deriving log g values for these
stars increased in the new analysis cycle (the pipelines are described in Lanzafame et al. 2015). These values were thus
considered unreliable and discarded during the homogenisation stage. To have an indicative value of log g, we retrieved
the values of one of these pipelines (the one that remained more consistent between the different analysis cycles). The
log g values for these giants are between 2.56 and 2.78. The Teff values are between 4400 and 4650 K (Table B.2). We
verified that these values place the giants exactly around the RGB bump of low-mass stars in the right panel of Fig. 2.
Thus, they would still support the conclusion drawn from the remaining stars.
Appendix D: Giants towards the bulge
Casey et al. (2016) reported the discovery of one Li-rich giant towards the bulge (CNAME 18033785-3009200), which
seemed to have properties (RV and abundances) consistent with bulge membership. Here, we report on two additional
Li-rich giants observed in fields towards the bulge (CNAME 18181062-3246291 and 18182698-3242584).
Similarly as with open clusters, if we can confirm their membership to the bulge, we could use the known bulge
distance and reddening maps (e.g. Nataf et al. 2013) to accurately position the objects in a CMD.
One of our two new Li-rich giants, 18182698-3242584, has the highest Li enrichment discovered so far in the Gaia-ESO
Survey, with A(Li) = 4.04 in non-LTE.
The two new giants have been included in a few proper motion studies dedicated to bulge fields (Vieira et al. 2007;
Teixeira et al. 2011). In particular, Vieira et al. (2007) discussed the distribution of proper motions of bulge stars at
Plaut’s low extinction window; (l,b) = (0◦,8◦). In this field, the distributions of proper motions of bulge stars in Galactic
coordinates peak at (µb, µl cos b) ∼ (0, −2) mas yr−1 (see their Fig. 8). The proper-motion dispersion of the bulge stars
is found to be (3.39±0.11, 2.91±0.09). The proper motions derived by Vieira et al. (2007) for stars 18181062-3246291
and 18182698-3242584 are (µb, µl cos b) = (6.8±0.7,−5.9±0.7) and (−7.5±0.04, −1.5±0.3), respectively. The values are
only marginally consistent with the typical bulge values, suggesting that the giants are probably not bulge stars.
The two new Li-rich giants are part of fields observed by the VVV survey (Vista Variables in the Vía Láctea, Saito
et al. 2012a; Minniti et al. 2017), but when measurements are given, all magnitudes are flagged as unreliable (probably
because of saturation). The unreliable Ks value for 18181062-3246291 is 9.21 mag, which would be much brighter than
the typical Ks magnitude of bulge clump giants in the same field, Ks ∼ 12.7-13.4 (Saito et al. 2012b).
Star 18033785-3009200, reported in Casey et al. (2016), has been observed by OGLE (Optical Gravitational Lensing
Experiment, Udalski et al. 2002) and has magnitudes I = 12.63 mag and V = 14.18 mag. Its VVV Ks = 11.07 mag is
this time more reliable. In both cases, the magnitudes again seem to be too bright for bulge giants (see, e.g. Sumi 2004;
Nataf et al. 2013).
Moreover, the distance we derived using UniDAM for star 18181062-3246291 and the distances based onGaia parallaxes
are too small to be consistent with bulge membership. We thus conclude that most likely none of the three Gaia-ESO
Li-rich giants observed in bulge fields belongs to the bulge itself.
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